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Why did Natsume S?seki rewrite Rondon Shosoku (Letters from London)?
Fumihito ANDO
????????
?Two versions of Natsume S?seki’s Rondon Shosoku (Letters from London) exist. The original was published in 
1901 in two issues of Hototogisu, a magazine edited by Masaoka Shiki and Takahama Kyoshi, whom the letters 
were sent to and who were S?seki’s close friends. In 1915, it appeared in an anthology, Irodori, but S?seki rewrote 
the text so completely that only a few sentences remained unaltered. Significantly, this is the only case of rewrit-
ing by S?seki in his literary career, and he has not offered any comment or explanation for it. This paper 
speculates on why S?seki’s rewriting of Rondon Shosoku by focusing on the dialogical text features in the original 
version and its alteration to a more “novelistic” form in the second version.
?In one of the commentaries to S?seki’s complete works, Komiya Toyotaka, a protégé of S?seki, conjectured 
that S?seki, having reread Rondon Shosoku fourteen years after it was first published, found it left too “frivolous 
and cozy” an impression on him. Thus, he removed the book’s entire first section and the dialogical parts in the 
other two sections in an attempt to make it more appealing to contemporary readers. However, this reasoning, 
made from a moral point of view, is not based on facts such as the retrospective S?seki conducted on his work but 
possibly on Komiya’s own critical views on one of his adoring mentor’s earliest works.
?This paper, in considering the transition among the target readers of the two versions?from Shiki and Kyoshi 
to general readers?concludes that S?seki’s bitter awareness of losing the intimate relationship with his ideal 
readers that made possible the original book’s highly rhetorical text urged S?seki to attempt a shift in genres by 
retooling his narrative from the sentence level.
